The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Doctor of Philosophy

Ihsan Ahmad, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ariana Janic-Warich, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Dana Christine Massing, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Eloise Lynne Robertson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kandis Michelle Salerno, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Allison Jane Sivak, Elementary Education and Library and Information Studies, Edmonton
Karen Loni Varva, Elementary Education, Calgary
Suzanna So Har Wong, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Michelle Ruth Zitomer, Elementary Education, Edmonton

Master of Education

Samantha Nancy Abbott, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Nunavut
Joanne Lynn Anderson, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, Calgary
Melinda Anderson-Grass, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Kiri Jay Dew, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Lisa Maelynn Ferguson, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Manitoba
Megan Camalin Folgueras, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Julie Lynne Gareau, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Kevin Edward Greenshields, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, Yukon
Lori-Anne Harold, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Jacqueline Heinrich, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Kim Lynne Hodges, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Erin Christina Elizabeth Jones, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Tara Grace Kammerer, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Dawn Louise Landry-Jones, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelly Dawn Maxwell, Technology in Education in Elementary Education, Devon
Dawn Marie Opgee, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Catherine Margaret Paul, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Manitoba
Jennine Breanne Poirier, Curriculum and Pedagogy in Elementary Education, St Paul
Christine Anne Quong, Technology in Education in Elementary Education, Edmonton
Rhonda Ann Sader, Elementary Education, Edmonton

Bachelor of Education

Danielle Dominique Aebeli, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Lake Michael Alma, Elementary Education, Calgary
Najma Aden-Ali, Elementary Education, Ontario
Christine Mary Adrian, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Saara Theresa Arenaus-Martinez, Elementary Education, Nova Scotia
Taryn Dawn Ascuin, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Amelia Frances Austin, Elementary Education, Yukon
Emily Anne Austin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Savannah Marie Aymon, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Lisa-Marie Babington, Elementary Education, Ontario
Samantha Nancy Abbott, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Nunavut
Michelle Ruth Zitomer, Elementary Education, Edmonton

Congratulations Graduates

Paula Michelle Gadenksy, Elementary Education, Stettler
Nicole Luisa Danzo, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Keith John Darragh, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ashley Brooke Davis, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Hazel Margaret Davis, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Sarah Christine De Vries, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brianna Kimberly Dobler, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Kathleen Marie DeDeer, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Serena Kaur Dhillon, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Daniel Michael Demouch, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stefanie Laonne Denham, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Emily Jo Denning, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Caitlin Nicole Denys, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Patricia Dewling, Elementary Education, Wainwright
Alexandra Elizabeth Dzvokoski, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Tegan Debra Donald, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Priya Sasha Dua, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Olivia Frances Dufilhoe, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Anakate Lynn Dueck, Elementary Education, Sexsmith
Shelby Erin Duncan, Elementary Education, Bentley
Jessica Mary Dunstall, Elementary Education, Carvel
Sarah Ehr, Elementary Education, Lacombe
Lauren Marie Ekerman, Elementary Education, Calgary
Christina Lynn Eldred, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sonya Wajdi El-mais, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Emily Janet Everdon, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Jesus Dwayne Epps, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Laura-Lee Kathleen Erickson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Red Deer Alison Janice Essau, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Susan Clare Evans, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kaylin Leigh Faith, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Maria Fedorouk, Elementary Education, Vegreville
Kerlynn Dwan Felker, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Natalie Paulson Fern, Elementary Education, Calgary
Riana Michelle Margaret Dorothy Follis, Elementary Education, Caroline
Anik Francine Fontaine, Elementary Education, Red Deer
April Michelle Fradham, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Kirsten-Ayn Franks, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jillian Alexandre Freitag, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Rochelle Renee French, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sandre Candace Valine Joelle Froese, Elementary Education, La Crete
Jarrett Lawrence Fullerton, Elementary Education, Sylvan Lake
Chantelle Mary Furman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alicia Dawn Garbe, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alexa Caulfield Gardner, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Courtney Patricia Garwasiski, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Natalia Jane Gatersby, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alina Michelle George, Elementary Education, Whitby
Marina Mary-Lynn Bell, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Olivia Frances Ducholke, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Alyssa Rae Goheen, Elementary Education, Red Deer
April Michelle Fradham, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kaylee-Dawn Goodine, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Joanne Ingrid Goodward, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carla Jean Graham, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Megan Lee Gruvac, Elementary Education, Calgary
Megan Lucienne Green, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alyssa Rose Greene, Elementary Education, Wetaskiwin
Ashley Tara Griffin, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Sherri Amanda Griffis, Elementary Education, Innisfail
Nicole Jenna Guibault, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brian Ra, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Zainab Habib, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Aliza Catherine Hallier, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Samantha Corina Halmyrist, Elementary Education, Foremost
Nicole Lacey Rene Hamaliski, Elementary Education, Leduc
Alexander James Hanlon, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Katrina Nicole Hansen, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Chantelle Mary FARMan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Shaila Mary Katharine Hanson, Elementary Education, Cold Lake
Miski Hashi, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kala Marie Hawkins, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Quinlyn Amelie Kossin Hawsweel, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kristin Michelle Kowis, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Chelsea Erin Hiee, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carmen Maria Hemshek, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Taryn Else Khayee Hummingway, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Brady Nicole Hening, Elementary Education, Innisfree
Melissa Blair Hill, Elementary Education, Nova Scotia
Jocelyn Marie-anne Hillman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Michelle Anne Hindo, Elementary Education, Olds
Jodi Ann Hinshaw, Elementary Education, Sylvan Lake
Jena Lynn Holdon, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Christina Lynn Honecker, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jessica Dawn Hood, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Leanne Kathleen Housman, Elementary Education, St Albert
Jordan Fraser Huberman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kaylene Mary Hudson, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Justin Grey Hume, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Erin Mary Muxlow, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jenna Renita Hunt, Elementary Education, Jousard
Nicole Evelyn Hunt, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Olivia Faith Iati, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Neelam Alisha Jamal, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stephanie Lynn Janssen, Elementary Education, Ontario
Constance Yvonne Jenkins, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Haley Ann Jensen, Elementary Education, Leduc
Kararose Andrea May Jesperson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Marie Johnson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Natasha Jean Johnson, Elementary Education, Millet
Brooke Johnston, Elementary Education, Carline
Brittany Eileen Jones, Elementary Education, Hythe
Sara Kakekawa, Elementary Education, Calgary
Grace Ray Kang, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Amanda Nicole Kary, Elementary Education, Olds
Paige Leigh Keber, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Emily Ann Bright Kennedy, Elementary Education, Sedgewick
Pamela Alice Jean Kennedy, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Haley Michelle Comeau Khabim, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kelsey Laurina Kiers, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Krista Leah Kisch, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Tracy Lou Knech, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Mathew Tatsuo Knoll, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stefanie Marie Kody, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Calvin Ross Koether, Elementary Education, Exshaw
Shannon Adèle Kolyuk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Evansburg Evelyn Szilvia Komlodi, Elementary Education, Calgary
Adrienne Karoline Konrad, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Nicole Ruth Konrad, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Chelsey Noel Kosteky, Elementary Education, Manitoba
Jillian Elizabeth Kostluk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kate Julia Kozakewicz, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kristina Phyliss Kuchta, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelsey Ann Kaczynski, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Lindsay Elizabeth Kun, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carrie Lazo, Elementary Education, WInfield
Nina Lombrecht, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sarah Lukkert, Elementary Education, Valleyview
Ya-Ting Lee, Elementary Education, Taiwan
Melanie Strachey LeBlanc, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Fay Lightbown, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jessica Marie Linhean, Elementary Education, St Albert
Amy Leanne Lodermier, Elementary Education, Calgary
Jenna Amber Logan, Elementary Education, Grovedale
Vickie Jody Lou, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carolyn Emma Ludwig, Elementary Education, St Albert
Jennifer Luong, Elementary Education, Calgary
Jessica Luong, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Malory Nicole Macdonnell, Elementary Education, Sturgeon County
Dylan David MacIntyre, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carissa Louise MacIsaac, Elementary Education, Nova Scotia
Karlene Michiko MacLeod, Elementary Education, Calgary
Sarah Linde Mahoney, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kimberly Laura Manczak, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Erika Lynn Manning, Elementary Education, Sturgeon County
Kirsten Elizabeth Manz, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Garrett James Martin, Elementary Education, Vermilion
Lauren Katie Martin, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kip Michael Matheson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Janessa Jordan Matthew, Elementary Education, Innisfail
Marie-Louise Laurette May, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Matthew John Maynard, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Natasha Mazzotta, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Amber Louise Alice McKee, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Moira Elizabeth McKeough, Elementary Education, Nova Scotia
Ashly Erin McKeon, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Chloe Joe McLean, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Allison Patricia McQuay, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jillian Laurina Meeks, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jacy Dawn Meeney, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Robin Patricia Ments, Elementary Education, St Albert
Erika Alexandra Ferreira Metcalfe, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kerry Rose Millar, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Michelle Darlene Milburn, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Macy Murial Molter, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ashley Tylana Monea, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Trudy Marla Leanne Monias, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mairoe Cecile Monpetit, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Anna Laura Moore, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Dallas Marie Moore, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lorelai Linda Morin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Janna Rae Morton, Elementary Education, Whitecourt
Jonathan Firouz Morz, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Camrose Austin Grant Mueller, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Meghan Christine Dwan Mulligan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lauren Frances Josie Munce, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Shelley Fia Munsterman, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Jocelyne Catherine Murray, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Josclyn Ashley Anne Nawolski, Elementary Education, Lacombe
Megan Anna Nettleton, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Calgary Rebecca Helen Neuhauser, Elementary Education, La Crete
Danielle Arline Newton, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Maureen Cecilia Niel, Elementary Education, Ontario
Jillian Marie Nixon, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Teresa Anne Nykolaychuk, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Brandi Marie O'Connell, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Becky Omoyomie Osemma, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Yoomi Oh, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Elynn Rae Olesi, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Kylie Jean Olson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelsi Elizabeth Oixt, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Joanne Onsbo, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Daniella Melissa Ortega, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Marissa Xavier Oteiza, Elementary Education, Northwest Territories
Kaydee Lynn Ottman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alina Ovesy, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Megan Nicole Paradis, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Katherine Elizabeth Paridaen, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathlyn Laura Parker, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Rebecca Elizabeth Parsons, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Erika Joanne Parsonson, Elementary Education, St Albert
Brittany Lauren Paulson, Elementary Education, Amisk
Alissa Hazel Dawn Pawlak, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Amanda Jean Payne, Elementary Education, St Albert
Whitney Gayle Peatman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Melissa Michelle Pearson, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Michele Kathleen Pellis, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lisa Marie Penner, Elementary Education, Penhold
Rhea Lynn Peterson, Elementary Education, Bonnyville
Madison Kirsten Phillips, Elementary Education, Northwest Territories
Kelsie Michelle Pillman, Elementary Education, Wainwright
Kelsey Eileen Plouffe, Elementary Education, Okotoks
Kendra Marla Podoborzyk, Elementary Education, Vegreville
Megan Holly Polishon, Elementary Education, Calgary
Justine Shaye Porter, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brianna Genevieve Prazak, Elementary Education, Tawatinaw
Chloe Helen Tail Prettifontaine, Elementary Education
Emily Anne Pretzlaff, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Taryn Samantha Pulinta, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Miranda Kelsye Pybus, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathryn Alyssa Quinnan, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kirsten Lynn Rasmussen, Elementary Education, Vegreville
Claire Leesa Rauzer, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Jocelyn Embrey Red, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Connor Joseph Reinhardt, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Conor Sean William Richard, Elementary Education, Camrose
Joel Alexander Richard, Elementary Education, Spirit River
Nicole Laura Richard, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Tatsiana Solina Ridgeout, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Katharine Rolf, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Tessa Marie Rolph, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Elisabeth Julia Rooney, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Aimee Rose Rostie, Elementary Education, Stettler
Anastasia Rychdestovskaya, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Shaunda Rosa Rucks, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mary Cristina Rozsa de Coquet, Elementary Education, Calgary
Kathleen Suzanne Ruschkowski, Elementary Education, Cold Lake
Victoria Caterina Succomani, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Aiza Begum Samji, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Rhonda Sanelli, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brittney Ann Sasseville, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Eliza Maria Eliza Savard, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brodie Sinfield Acraya Sayad, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Randi Lynn Schindel, Elementary Education, St Albert
Kayla Lyndsay Schlachter, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Hilary Victoria Schmidt, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Tawni Dayle Schmidt, Elementary Education, La Crete
Nicoli Byron Schreiner, Elementary Education, Aridson
Lynne Maria Schild-Swando, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mackenzie Daniel Scoppen, Elementary Education, Fort Saskatchewan
Alexis Grace Sears, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Anna Second, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kassiospora Jean Selwinger, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Bryan Timothy Sharkey, Elementary Education, Camrose
Jessica Claire Shuttuck, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Juliana Lynn Sherron, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Alison Colleen Shillington, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Marie Antoniette Shular, Elementary Education, County of Grande Prairie No. 1
Tammy Lorraine Sih, Elementary Education, Trochu
Bryana Harliy Smith, Elementary Education, Manning
Lauren Mary Smith, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Tara Marie Smith-Smith, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kara-Lynn Nicole Sneddon, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Megan Jia Rong Song, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Rebecca Ann Soreng, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Courtney Jane St Amand, Elementary Education, Stoney Plain
Sydney Marie Stan, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Celina Zoria Stanicki, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathryn Mary Steele, Elementary Education, Calgary
Daniel Lee Steimack, Elementary Education, Northwest Territories
Alexandra Jane Stewart, Elementary Education, Calgary
Patricia Michelle St-Laurent, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kendra Loretta Straub, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Dana Patricia Straus, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Dawson Crain Strome, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Krisa Lynn Streng, Elementary Education, Calgary
Virginia Stuber, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Alana Rachelle Swedra, Elementary Education, Bragg Creek
Elizabeth Ashley Symonds, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Karen Young, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Draizen Jade Taphorn, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Danielle Jo-Anne Tardi, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathryn Marie Terry, Elementary Education, Calgary
Patricia Marie Therault, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Natasha Laura Tibbault, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Angelie Thid, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Leah Janice Townsend, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Andreaem Tremblay, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kendal Lynn Trentery, Elementary Education, Provost
Krista Rose Trimble, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Olivia Franklin Eleanor Troke, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jana Tou, Elementary Education, Calgary
Brenna Rae Tyler, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Emily Geneva Upfield, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Larissa Dawn Van Et Ewe, Elementary Education, Manning
Shanice Virk, Elementary Education, Calgary
Alma Angeline Wakeld, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Dustin William Walker, Elementary Education, Edmonton
High Level Shalyn Jessica Walton, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Theresa Anna Wamboldt, Elementary Education, Nova Scotia
Shui Wei Wang, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sarah Anne Warholick, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ashley Christine Warner, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Katherine Rosaleen Wasylenchuk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Dellainie Joyce Waters, Elementary Education, Barrhead
Sydney Alexandra Watkins, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Keely Michelle Weigum, Elementary Education, Three Hills
Emily Marjorie Frances Whalen, Elementary Education, Peace River
Robina Sue Whang, Elementary Education, High Prairie
Devon Margaret Riel Wildcat, Elementary Education, Maskwacis
Jordyn Patricia Williams, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Sarah Heather Williams, Elementary Education, St Albert
Taryn Dawn Williams, Elementary Education, Northwest Territories
Jamieson Lindsay Taylor Windle, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Miriam Lily Wing, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kendra Lee Womacks, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carmen Xu, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kailee Ellen Wyness, Elementary Education, Fairview
Megan Melissa Zaharias, Elementary Education, Edmonton